For Your Paws Only: Book Two
Supernatural Enforcers Agency
Ebooks Gratuit

Life was pretty straightforward for Cutter, a wolf shifter and an agent for the Supernatural Enforcers
Agency â€“ solve cases, attend anger management classes and avoid the attentions of a cute but
tenacious hedgehog shifter. That is until his old partner is murdered, and a witness from a former
case goes missing. Now, Cutter finds himself the prime suspect and with nowhere else to turn but to
the one person he knows wonâ€™t betray him.Curvy hedgehog shifter Lucie has spent a year
chasing the commitment phobic wolf, and is she downhearted that he still runs in the opposite
direction when he sees her coming? You bet your sweet patootie she isnâ€™t! He may be playing
hard to get, but sheâ€™ll wear him down yet. But, before she can say nutty fudgkins, Lucie comes
home to find her wolf, naked and bleeding all over her couch, and Lucie, in spite of his howling
objections, is determined to help him solve his case.While working shoulder to, uh, shoulder, can
Lucie convince him that sheâ€™s the right hedgehog for him? And will Cutter finally give in and
admit to the feelings that have been dogging him ever since the adorable hedgehog bounced into
his life?Caution! This does contain swearing (thereâ€™s a lot of use of the f word!), as well as
scenes of a sexual nature with m/f interaction intended for mature readers.
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2nd book in the Supernatural Enforcers Series by EAPrice. You do not have to read the first book to
enjoy this one, but the secondary characters weave through both books.Cutter, a wolf shapeshifter
detective for the SEA, is currently filling in for the department head, Gunner, while Gunner is on his
honeymoon. Cutter is definitely not suited for management, and hates the whole thing, especially
since a series of events lead the entire SEA into thinking Cutter is a murderer. Knowing he is being
framed, Cutter decides to hide out with Lucie, a hedgehog shifter, who Cutter knows is his mate.
Cutter has been avoiding Lucie for the last year, because Cutter isn't suited for the whole mate thing
either; however, he is desperate.Lucie knows Cutter is also her mate, and she even is smart enough
and savvy enough to suspect why Cutter avoids her - although sometimes she has doubts. Lucie
has done just about anything she can do to fix Cutter's attention on herself, so when he shows up at
her door, shot in two places, she immediately takes him in and protects him, cares for him and helps
him solve the mystery.I have read that EAPrice is self-published. This book says "Who cares?" It's a
great fun-filled, humorous story about two unlikely shapeshifters, with a mystery thrown into the mix.
What I really liked about the book was the character of Cutter. Cutter is a first-class a-hole. He
knows it and everyone around him knows it, including Lucie. Most authors would find deep dark
secrets to explain Cutter and smooth away his dark edges. Nope. EAPrice unabashedly leaves him
a first-class a-hole, but one you grow to understand and love - just as much as Lucie.
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